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The Inka empire, Tawantinsuyu, fell to Spanish invaders within a year's time (1532-1533), but Quechua, the language of the Inka,
is still the primary or only language of millions of Inka descendants throughout the southern Andes. In this innovative study, Bruce
Mannheim synthesizes all that is currently known about the history of Southern Peruvian Quechua since the Spanish invasion,
providing new insights into the nature of language change in general, into the social and historical contexts of language change,
and into the cultural conditioning of linguistic change. Mannheim first discusses changes in the social setting of language use in
the Andes from the time of the first European contact in the sixteenth century until today. He reveals that the modern linguistic
homogeneity of Spanish and Quechua is a product of the Spanish conquest, since multilingualism was the rule in the Inka empire.
He identifies the social and political forces that have influenced the kinds of changes the language has undergone. And he
provides the first synthetic history of Southern Peruvian Quechua, making it possible at last to place any literary document or
written text in a chronological and social context. Mannheim also studies changes in the formal structure of Quechua. He finds that
changes in the sound system were motivated primarily by phonological factors and also that the changes were constrained by a
set of morphological and syntactic conditions. This last conclusion is surprising, since most historical linguists assume that sound
change is completely independent of other aspects of language. Thus, The Language of the Inka since the European Invasion
makes an empirical contribution to a general theory of linguistic change. Written in an engaging style that is accessible to the
nonlinguist, this book will have a special appeal to readers interested in the history and anthropology of native South America.
In perhaps as few as one hundred years, the Inka Empire became the largest state ever formed by a native people anywhere in
the Americas, dominating the western coast of South America by the early sixteenth century. Because the Inkas had no system of
writing, it was left to Spanish and semi-indigenous authors to record the details of the religious rituals that the Inkas believed were
vital for consolidating their conquests. Synthesizing these arresting accounts that span three centuries, Thomas Besom presents a
wealth of descriptive data on the Inka practices of human sacrifice and mountain worship, supplemented by archaeological
evidence. Of Summits and Sacrifice offers insight into the symbolic connections between landscape and life that underlay Inka
religious beliefs. In vivid prose, Besom links significant details, ranging from the reasons for cyclical sacrificial rites to the varieties
of mountain deities, producing a uniquely powerful cultural history.
In The Postcolonial State in Africa, Crawford Young offers an informed and authoritative comparative overview of fifty years of
African independence, drawing on his decades of research and first-hand experience on the African continent. Young identifies
three cycles of hope and disappointment common to many of the African states (including those in North Africa) over the last halfcentury: initial euphoria at independence in the 1960s followed by disillusionment with a lapse into single-party autocracies and
military rule; a period of renewed confidence, radicalization, and ambitious state expansion in the 1970s preceding state crisis and
even failure in the disastrous 1980s; and a phase of reborn optimism during the continental wave of democratization beginning
around 1990. He explores in depth the many African civil wars--especially those since 1990--and three key tracks of identity:
Africanism, territorial nationalism, and ethnicity. Only more recently, Young argues, have the paths of the fifty-three African states
begun to diverge more dramatically, with some leading to liberalization and others to political, social, and economic
collapse--outcomes impossible to predict at the outset of independence. "This book is the best volume to date on the politics of the
last 50 years of African independence."--International Affairs "The book shares Young's encyclopedic knowledge of African
politics, providing in a single volume a comprehensive rendering of the first 50 years of independence. The book is sprinkled with
anecdotes from his vast experience in Africa and that of his many students, and quotations from all of the relevant literature
published over the past five decades. Students and scholars of African politics alike will benefit immensely from and enjoy reading
The Postcolonial State in Africa."--Political Science Quarterly "The study of African politics will continue to be enriched if
practitioners pay homage to the erudition and the nobility of spirit that has anchored the engagement of this most esteemed doyen
of Africanists with the continent."--African History Review "The book's strongest attribute is the careful way that comparative
political theory is woven into historical storytelling throughout the text. . . . Written with great clarity even for all its detail, and its
interwoven use of theory makes it a great choice for new students of African studies."--Australasian Review of African Studies
Colonial Latin America: A Documentary History is a sourcebook of primary texts and images intended for students and teachers as
well as for scholars and general readers. The book centers upon people-people from different parts of the world who came
together to form societies by chance and by design in the years after 1492. This text is designed to encourage a detailed
exploration of the cultural development of colonial Latin America through a wide variety of documents and visual materials, most of
which have been translated and presented originally for this collection. Colonial Latin America: A Documentary History is a revision
of SR Books' popular Colonial Spanish America. The new edition welcomes a third co-editor and, most significantly, embraces
Portuguese and Brazilian materials. Other fundamental changes include new documents from Spanish South America, the
addition of some key color images, plus six reference maps, and a decision to concentrate entirely upon primary sources. The
book is meant to enrich, not repeat, the work of existing texts on this period, and its use of primary sources to focus upon people
makes it stand out from other books that have concentrated on the political and economic aspects. The book's illustrations and
documents are accompanied by introductions which provide context and invite discussion. These sources feature social changes,
puzzling developments, and the experience of living in Spanish and Portuguese American colonial societies. Religion and society
are the integral themes of Colonial Latin America. Religion becomes the nexus for much of what has been treated as political,
social, economic, and cultural history during this period. Society is just as inclusive, allowing students to meet a variety of
individuals-not faceless social groups. While some familiar names and voices are included-conquerors, chroniclers, sculptors, and
preachers-other, far less familiar points of view complement and complicate the better-known narratives of this history. In treating
Iberia and America, before as well as after their meeting, apparent contradictions emerge as opportunities for understanding;
different perspectives become prompts for wider discussion. Other themes include exploration and contact; religious and cultural
change; slavery and society, miscegenation, and the formation, consolidation, reform, and collapse of colonial institutions of
government and the Church, as well as accompanying changes in economies and labor. This sourcebook allows students and
teachers to consider the thoughts and actions of a wide range of people who were making choices and decisions, pursuing ideals,
misperceiving each other, experiencing disenchantment, absorbing new pressures, breaking rules as well as following them, and
employing strategies of survival which might involve both reconciliation and opposition. Colonial Latin America: A Documentary
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History has been assembled with teaching and class discussion in mind. The book will be an excellent tool for Latin American
history survey courses and for seminars on the colonial period.
A comprehensive, encyclopedic guide to the authors, works, and topics crucial to the literature of Central and South America and
the Caribbean, the Encyclopedia of Latin American Literature includes over 400 entries written by experts in the field of Latin
American studies. Most entries are of 1500 words but the encyclopedia also includes survey articles of up to 10,000 words on the
literature of individual countries, of the colonial period, and of ethnic minorities, including the Hispanic communities in the United
States. Besides presenting and illuminating the traditional canon, the encyclopedia also stresses the contribution made by women
authors and by contemporary writers. Outstanding Reference Source Outstanding Reference Book
Presents an ethnographic and historical guide to Huarochiri, an Andean province near Lima, Peru. Contains a photo gallery and a list of
recommended readings. Describes the province's ancient Quechua book and highlights Tupicocha, a modern Huarochiri village. Includes
information on visiting the area. Links to related sites, including the University of Wisconsin-Madison Anthropology Department and a Spanish
version of site information.
First Published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Historians have long recognized that the classical heritage of ancient Rome contributed to the development of a vibrant society in Spanish
South America, but was the impact a one-way street? Although the Spanish destruction of the Incan empire changed the Andes forever, the
civil society that did emerge was not the result of Andeans and Creoles passively absorbing the wisdom of ancient Rome. Rather, Sabine
MacCormack proposes that civil society was born of the intellectual endeavors that commenced with the invasion itself, as the invaders
sought to understand an array of cultures. Looking at the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century people who wrote about the Andean region that
became Peru, MacCormack reveals how the lens of Rome had a profound influence on Spanish understanding of the Incan empire. Tracing
the varied events that shaped Peru as a country, MacCormack shows how Roman and classical literature provided a framework for the
construal of historical experience. She turns to issues vital to Latin American history, such as the role of language in conquest, the
interpretation of civil war, and the founding of cities, to paint a dynamic picture of the genesis of renewed political life in the Andean region.
Examining how missionaries, soldiers, native lords, and other writers employed classical concepts to forge new understandings of Peruvian
society and history, the book offers a complete reassessment of the ways in which colonial Peru made the classical heritage uniquely its own.
Annual report of the Bureau of ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution
A major concern in current anthropological thinking is that the method of recording or translating into writing a society's cultural
expressions--dance, rituals, pottery, the social use of space, et al--cannot help but fundamentally alter the meaning of the living words and
deeds of the culture in question. Consequently, recent researchers have developed more dialogic methods for collecting, interpreting, and
presenting data. These new techniques have yielded much success for anthropologists working in Latin America, especially in their efforts to
understand how economically, politically, and socially subordinated groups use culture and language to resist the dominant national culture
and to assert a distinct historical identity. This collection addresses these issues of "texts" and textuality as it explores various Latin American
languages and cultures.

This is the first attempt at synthesis of the varied data—ethnographic, historical, archaeological, and archival—on the
impact of the Spanish conquest and Spanish rule on Indian society in Peru. Although the Huarochirí region is a source of
most of the case histories and illustrative material, this is not a narrow regional study but a major work illuminating one of
the two centers, along with Mexico, of settled Indian civilization and Spanish occupation in America. The author
delineates the basic relationships upon which local Andean society was based, notably the kinship relations that, under
the Incas, made possible the production of great surpluses and their efficient distribution in a region where markets were
totally unknown. She then traces the impact of the Spanish colonial system upon Andean society, examining how the
Indians responded to or resisted the political structures imposed upon them, and how they dealt with, were exploited by,
or benefited from the Europeans who occupied their land and made it their own. This is the story of a social
relationship—a relationship of inequality and oppression—that endured for centuries of Spanish rule, and inevitably led to
the collapse of Andean society.
While it now attracts many tourists, the Colca Valley of Peru’s southern Andes was largely isolated from the outside
world until the 1970s, when a passable road was built linking the valley—and its colonial churches, terraced hillsides, and
deep canyon—to the city of Arequipa and its airport, eight hours away. Noble David Cook and his co-researcher
Alexandra Parma Cook have been studying the Colca Valley since 1974, and this detailed ethnohistory reflects their
decades-long engagement with the valley, its history, and its people. Drawing on unusually rich surviving documentary
evidence, they explore the cultural transformations experienced by the first three generations of Indians and Europeans
in the region following the Spanish conquest of the Incas. Social structures, the domestic export and economies, and
spiritual spheres within native Andean communities are key elements of analysis. Also highlighted is the persistence of
duality in the Andean world: perceived dichotomies such as those between the coast and the highlands, Europeans and
Indo-Peruvians. Even before the conquest, the Cabana and Collagua communities sharing the Colca Valley were divided
according to kinship and location. The Incas, and then the Spanish, capitalized on these divisions, incorporating them
into their state structure in order to administer the area more effectively, but Colca Valley peoples resisted total
assimilation into either. Colca Valley communities have shown a remarkable tenacity in retaining their social, economic,
and cultural practices while accommodating various assimilationist efforts over the centuries. Today’s population
maintains similarities with their ancestors of more than five hundred years ago—in language, agricultural practices, daily
rituals, familial relationships, and practices of reciprocity. They also retain links to ecological phenomena, including the
volcanoes from which they believe they emerged and continue to venerate.
The ecclesiastical investigations into Indian religious error--the Extirpation of idolatry--that occurred in the seventeenthand eighteenth-century Archdiocese of Lima come to life here as the most revealing sources on colonial Andean religion
and culture. Focusing on a largely neglected period, 1640 to 1750, and moving beyond portrayals that often view the
relationships between indigenous peoples and Europeans solely in terms of repression, opposition, or accommodation,
Kenneth Mills provides a wealth of new material and interpretation for understanding native Andeans and Spanish
Christians as participants in a common, if not harmonious, history. By examining colonial interaction and "religion as
lived," he introduces memorable native Andean and Spanish actors and finds vivid points of entry into the complex
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realities of parish life in the mid-colonial Andes. Mills describes fitful, sometimes unintentional, and often ambiguous kinds
of religious change among Andeans. He shows that many of the Quechua speakers whose testimonies form the bulk of
the archival evidence were simultaneously active Catholic parishioners and adherents to a complex of transforming
Andean religious structures. Mills also explores the notions of reformation and correction that fueled the extirpating
process in the central Andes, as elsewhere. Moreover, he demonstrates wide differences of opinion among Spanish
churchmen as to the best manner to proceed against the suspect religiosity of baptized Andeans--many of whom
considered themselves Christians. In so doing, he connects this religious history to experiences in other regions of
colonial Spanish America and to wider relations between Christian and non-Christian peoples.
Essays discuss the Native peoples of Latin America and the effect of the European conquest on their cultures, the
development of colonial societies, and the establishment of the Catholic Church in the Americas
Breaks new ground with a close ethnography of one Andean village where villagers, surprisingly, have conserved a set of
ancient, knowledge-encoded cords to the present day.
This Hakluyt volume (1873) contains accounts of the rites and laws of the Incas, dating from 1570 to 1620.
Introductory remarks -- The Cipaulovi snake ceremony -- The Cuñopavi snake ceremony -- The Oraibi snake ceremony -- Differences in
accessories. General remarks ; Pahos ; The kisi ; Snake whips ; Snake kilts -- Theoretic deductions -- Resemblances to the Keresan Snake
dance.
A collection on the impact of wealth and high culture on state development in ancient societies, first published in 2000.
In Europe and North and South America during the early modern period, people believed that their dreams might be, variously, messages
from God, the machinations of demons, visits from the dead, or visions of the future. Interpreting their dreams in much the same ways as their
ancient and medieval forebears had done—and often using the dream-guides their predecessors had written—dreamers rejoiced in heralds of
good fortune and consulted physicians, clerics, or practitioners of magic when their visions waxed ominous. Dreams, Dreamers, and Visions
traces the role of dreams and related visionary experiences in the cultures within the Atlantic world from the late thirteenth to early
seventeenth centuries, examining an era of cultural encounters and transitions through this unique lens. In the wake of Reformation-era
battles over religious authority and colonial expansion into Asia, Africa, and the Americas, questions about truth and knowledge became
particularly urgent and debate over the meaning and reliability of dreams became all the more relevant. Exploring both indigenous and
European methods of understanding dream phenomena, this volume argues that visions were central to struggles over spiritual and political
authority. Featuring eleven original essays, Dreams, Dreamers, and Visions explores the ways in which reports and interpretations of dreams
played a significant role in reflecting cultural shifts and structuring historic change. Contributors: Emma Anderson, Mary Baine Campbell, Luis
Corteguera, Matthew Dennis, Carla Gerona, María V Jordán, Luís Filipe Silvério Lima, Phyllis Mack, Ann Marie Plane, Andrew Redden,
Janine Rivière, Leslie Tuttle, Anthony F. C. Wallace.
Spiritual Encounters is a comparative and theoretically informed look at the religious interactions between Native and colonial European
cultures throughout the Americas. Religion was one of the most contentious, dramatic, and complex arenas of confrontation between Natives
and Europeans during the colonial era. This volume fully explores the significance of colonial religious encounters. Case studies, organized
by theme, showcase previously unexamined sources and offer interpretations that shed new light on Native-European religious encounters in
the New World. One group of studies examines the extent to which Native peoples internalized Christianity and the cultural mechanisms that
enabled them to do so. Other chapters assess in detail the often uneasy relationship between Christianity and coexisting indigenous religious
practices involving sorcery and healing. A third set of essays looks at the broader political and economic forces underlying Native-colonial
religious encounters. An introduction and epilogue by the editors provide valuable summaries of the broad patterns characterizing the
religious interactions between the West and the Other in the colonial Americas.

One of the great repositories of a people's world view and religious beliefs, the Huarochirí Manuscript may bear comparison with
such civilization-defining works as Gilgamesh, the Popul Vuh, and the Sagas. This translation by Frank Salomon and George L.
Urioste marks the first time the Huarochirí Manuscript has been translated into English, making it available to English-speaking
students of Andean culture and world mythology and religions. The Huarochirí Manuscript holds a summation of native Andean
religious tradition and an image of the superhuman and human world as imagined around A.D. 1600. The tellers were provincial
Indians dwelling on the west Andean slopes near Lima, Peru, aware of the Incas but rooted in peasant, rather than imperial,
culture. The manuscript is thought to have been compiled at the behest of Father Francisco de Avila, the notorious "extirpator of
idolatries." Yet it expresses Andean religious ideas largely from within Andean categories of thought, making it an unparalleled
source for the prehispanic and early colonial myths, ritual practices, and historic self-image of the native Andeans. Prepared
especially for the general reader, this edition of the Huarochirí Manuscript contains an introduction, index, and notes designed to
help the novice understand the culture and history of the Huarochirí-area society. For the benefit of specialist readers, the
Quechua text is also supplied.
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